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PRESENTATION OF THE SAINT-GAUDENS
STATUE OF LINCOLN TO THE BRITISH
PEOPLE, JULY 28, 1920
I
"HE BELONGS TO THE AGES"
By

CASS GILBERT

J t was no ordinary occasion that brought together
the distinguished company which assembled in
Central Hall, London, on July 28, 1920, and proceeded thence to the Canning enclosure.
The time, the place, the circumstances were all so
different from what could have been imagined fiftyfive years ago that it is safe to say that neither the
most far-sighted statesmen nor the most romantic
poet of Lincoln's time could have foreseen the conditions under which, if ever, his statue should be
erected in England. It would indeed have been a
bold prophet who would have foretold that within
the lifetime of men then living Lincoln's statue
should stand as an expression of amity between the
two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race under
the very shadow of Westminster. Yet when we examine it in the light of our common heritage, what is
more natural and fitting than that this should have
come to pass.
Mighty events have shaken the world since Lincoln's time. New conceptions of national life and
national interest have caused those nations which
inherit a common tradition to draw closer together;
Isl

to meet on common ground and to reaffirm, for the
strc-ngthcning of hearts, those principles upon which
their institutions are based, those ideals which form
the Yery c-ssence of their national life. There are
ccrt.1in ekmental propositions upon which honu,t
nwn agree. They arc as true today as they were in
Lincoln's time, as they always have been and always
will be. They arc common to the breed.
Love of liberty. Desire for justice. Respect for
law. Plain truth and forthright speech which all
can understand. Recognition of the rights of otlwrs.
Cmnpassion for the oppressed. Helpfulness for the
net·dy. Sympathy for the sorrowing, and broad
charity for the frailtiC's of nwn. These virtues, with
wisdom to sec tlw right, strength to do it and p2tiencc
to persc\'ere in it to the end, were characteristic of
Li:1coln.
Lincoln's car<.'er was no matter of chance. His life
moved from cause to effect with unswerving logic.
There was nothing of the reckless adventurer about
him; he was not the shrewd intriguer or the dashing
soldier of a more complex or a more romantic age.
l lis course was guided by a compass that did not
waver. His policy was the epitome of plain common
sense. But with what a vision he saw the truth, with
what fervor he followed it. His goal was none less
than that essential justice should prevail. That all
men of every creed ancl color should be free. It was
in this spirit that he struck the last remaining shackles
from the slave and in this spirit would he have bound
up the wounds of a war that had devastated his
native land for over four long years.
Lincoln came into the "·oriel ,Yith nothin~. Humble indeed was his lot and portion at his birth. But
I6 l

in his life and death he ennobled humanity by his
immortal example from which all may draw new
hope and courage. He was of the world's greatest
men Humble birth did not retard his genius, nor
high place corrupt his soul. "He was of the
immortals."
So it comes about, as men come to know him, that
he symbolizes the plain, common sense virtues upon
which all can unite. No more fitting subject could
have been chosen t.o represent America in England,
no more gratifying response could have been made
than that England should place his statue among
those of her own greatest men.
It was not surprising then, that the unveiling of
this statue should bring together so varied and so
great a company. There were assembled there
princes and statesmen, prelates and soldiers (veterans
of many wars), including the old blue-coated men of
the Grand Army of the Republic, and the khaki-clad
heroes of the World War, representatives of the native
races of Africa, artists and authors, business men and
travelers, mechanics and laborers, choir boys from
the Abbey and Boy Scouts from various lands, men
and women of all stations in life; as representative a
group as could have been gathered at any time or
place in the world.
Great and humble, rich and poor came together
with the common understanding that the simple
and impre,;sive ceremonies were not only in honor of
Lincoln, but in recognition .of the fact that, guided
by the virtues which he embodied, peace and amity
have existed between the two great branches of the
English speaking race for over one hundred years, and
with the firm resolve that this peace shall endure.
f7J
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AN APPRECIATION OF AUGUSTUS SAINTGAUDENS

By

MRS. HERBERT ADAMS

At the age of six months, Augustus Saint-Gaudens,
child of a French father and an Irish mother, was
brought to the United States where he grew up, an
American among Americans. In his early teens we
shall find him, a cloud-capped little apprentice,
bending over his cameo-cutter's lathe by day and a
Cooper Union drawing-board by night; emerging
at times from dreams of his own future greatness to
touch actual greatness as it passed him in the city
streets. He saw one day, "in a procession, the figure
of a tall and very dark man, seeming entirely out of
proportion in his height with the carriage in which
he was driven;" and that image of Lincoln "remained
above all in his mind." He saw, too, the dead Lincoln
lying in state, the funeral car, the multitude with
uncovered heads. The boy's soul was stirred to its
depths by our Civil War, its pity, its grandeur: as
a matured artist, Saint-Gaudens still felt those vital
emotions, and so was able to record our American
epic in monuments that are among the world's masterpieces. Thus his Chicago Lincoln, a replica of which
has been set in place in London, is not only profoundly national in thought and feeling; like its
hero, it "belongs to the ages."
In all his heroic tributes to heroism-the Farragut,
the Shaw, the Sherman and others- Saint-Gaudens
naturally availed himself of the genius of his friends,
I8I

the architects McKim and White, men who like
himself had been thoroughly trained both here and
abroad. Nowhere is this harmonious collaboration
better seen than in the Chicago Lincoln, with its
background of foliage, its ample excdra, its noble
figure of Lincoln standing in front of the chair of
state; a figure in which the commonplaces of modern
costume have been met and overcome by the sculptor,
intent above all on revealing by his art our greatminded, many-sided statesman. "Strange, is it not,"
wrote Mr. Loraclo Taft, "that this quiet figure which
lifts not a hand nor even looks at you, should have
within it a power to thrill which is denied the most
dramatic works planned expressly for emotional
appeal!"
It was natural that Stevenson, in writing to SaintGaudens, should address him in the Emersonian way,
as "the god-like sculptor." \Vhat a wealth of meanings,
lofty, lovable or whimsical, that phrase possessed
for "the Saint's" companions in art! They knew him
as on!! who sang early and brooded late over his
work; an artist joyous in creation, and bold, even
over-bold, in self-criticism; a thinker who in rendering his inspiration in sober clay, valued both the
counsel of highly trained experts in art and the
random impressions of plain people, because he believed that his art, if great, must touch both learned
and unlearned. They knew him as a man born with
the Mediterranean culture in his veins and the
grand style in the hollow of his hand, yet not without
the gift of simple Celtic glamour; a man more French
than Irish, to be sure, and more American than
either, since all that he had from the gods and all
that he gained by his studies and by contact with
19)

his fellowmen he dedicated to American sculpture;
telling in bronze or stone the story of his own times,
creating angel-shapes of strange, new beauty, setting
before us in his monuments a standard of art loftier
than that which had before satisfied us, and showing
us how to redeem our national coinage from the
empty ugliness into which it had fallen. A realist,
you will say, if you chance to be looking at his statue
of Peter Cooper, philanthropist, or his bust of General
Sherman, war-horse incarnate in bronze-a romantic,
perhaps, if you consider his enchanting bas-relief
portraits, or the widely known Amor-Caritas, a
high-relief figure perfectly expressing the beauty of
holiness. Realist or romanticist, it matters little.
Such pigeon-holes are not for the mighty. As Kenyon
Cox has well said, "Augustus Saint-Gaudens was not
merely the most accomplished artist of America,
not merely one of the foremost sculptors of his time
. He is one of those great creative minds
transcending time and place, not of America or of
today, but of the world and forever."
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III
ADDRESS OF VlSCOUNT BRYCE 1
.\T THE UNVEILING OF THE S.\INT-GAUOE'IS STATUE OF
LINCOLN, PRESENTED TO THE BRITISH PEOPLE BY Till£
PEOPLE OF TUE U:\!TEU STATES OF AMERICA
\YESTJ\IINSTER, JULY 28, 1920

There is no man in America better fitted to address
u British audience on an occasion of this kind than
Mr. Root. He grew up when the deeds and the character of Lincoln were fresh in the memory of all
his countrymen. He has long been in the front
rank of American statesmen, and, if I may venture
to express what I believe to be the general feeling
in Ameri~a, America looks upon him as the greatest
secretary of state it has had since Daniel Webster.
It was my good fortune to have to negotiate with
him in Washington not a few treaties between our
two countries, and I have never known in either
hemisphere anyone with a wider range of vision
or with a mind more fair and just in handling diplomatic questions. He always showed the sincerest
wish for perfect concord and friendly co-operation
between our two great countries. \¥ith such a man
it was a pleasure to negotiate, and to listen to such
a man is a privilege. May I now express some of
the feelings ,vhich led us to-day to erect here, far
from his own land, that monument of the great
1 Reprinted from The A 11glo-Americai, News-Letter a,id Su/grave
B1<lleti11. August, 1920.
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president which we owe to American generosity.
Three hundred years ago in this coming winter a tiny
band of Englishmen settled on the coast of Massachusetts Bay, just as thirteen years before that
another band had settled on the coast of Virginia.
We are commemorating this year the settlement of
that Pilgrim band on Massachusetts Bay. Ever
since then the ancient English people has been divided
into two branches, but, despite distance and climate
and political separation, these two branches have
remained one in habits and ideas and beliefs, and the
bed-rock of character is still the same in both.
Lincoln's parents were born British subjects, and
in 1809, his birth year-the birth year also of Tennyson and Gladstone-the American people were still
almost wholly of British race, and Lincoln grew up
under the influence of the traditions which the whole
race possessed in common. He educated himself on
the Bible and Shakespeare. He was one of those who
expand and ennoble the old traditions, and hand them
on, bright with fresh lustre, to the generations that
follow. Thus, thinking of Lincoln as belonging to
both branches of the old stock, we wish to commemorate him here among the great ones of Britain. No
spot in Britain is so fit. In and around Pa~liament
Square stand the sculptured· figures of many of the
most illustrious Englishmen-some under the open
vault of heaven, some in the venerable Abbey, rich
with solemn and pathetic memories, and some in
the halls of Parliament itself-illustrious figures from
the days of Hampden and Cromwell down to the
days of Canning, Peel, Disraeli, and Gladstone.
Placing here in such company the statue of Lincoln,
we honour him for what he did and for the meaning
I 12 J

which his life has had for our country, for our common English stock, and for the world. He brought
his nation through the greatest perils it had ever
encountered, and he left behind him a record of patient wisdom and a stainless life. To us he stands
as a model of that uprightness and loyalty and truth,
that steadfastness and courage which men of British
stock have so often displayed in war and in peace.
So we may think of him as being a type of whatever virtues the stock possesses. He is ours almost
as much as he is America's and to both nations he
is a pledge of brotherhood and friendship. We commemorate him also as a hero who belonged to the
whole world, because he showed what fame may be
won and what services be rendered by a plain son
of the people unaided by any gifts of fortune. His
life and his character rise like a beacon light of hope
to us all in these dark days of strife and confusion.
Here in the midst of our great Englishmen let this
great American stand, majestic in his simplicity,
a witness to what one indomitable will-bent on
high aims, always hopeful because inspired by faith
in freedom and in the people whence he sprangcould achieve for all mankind.
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IV
ADDRESS OF THE HONORABLE ELIHU ROOT~
,\T

THE

UN\'EIL1,c;

OF

Jll L\'

TIIE

ST.\TUE

28, 1920

OF

LINCOLN,

By authority of I lis Majesty's Government, a
statue of an American has been set up in the Canning
enclosure- where, on one side, \\'estminsler Abbey
and, on another, the Houses of Parliament look down
upon it; where it is surrounded by memorials of
British statesmen whose lives are inseparable parts
in the history of the Kingdom and of the Empire;
and where the living tides of London will ebb and
flow about it. The statue is the work of Augustus
Saint-Gaudcns, son of a French father, native of
Ireland, and greatest of American sculptors. T he
American commemorated is Abraham Lincoln, sixteenth President of the United States. On behalf
of the American donors T now formally present the
statue to the British people.
Abraham Lincoln was born on the 12th of February, I I I years ago, in a log cabin among the mountains of the state of Kentucky. He came into a
frontier life of comparative poverty, labour, hardship
and rude adventure. He had little instruction and
few books. He had no friends among the great and
powerful of his time. An equal among equals in the
crude simplicity of scattered communities on the
2 Reprinted from The Anglo-American News-Lelle, and Su/grave
Bulletin. August, 1920.
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borders of the wilderness, he rose above the common
level by force of his own qualities. He was sent by
his neighbours to the slate l egislature, where he
learned the rudiments of government. He was sent
to the Congress at \\'ashington, wh1:re he broadened
his conceptions to national scope. He was admitted
to the bar and won high place as a successful and
distinguished advocate. Ile became convinced of the
wickedness of African sl:n·ery, that baleful institution
which the defective humanity of our fathers permitted to be established in the American Colonies.
He declared his conYiction that slaycry was eternally
wrong with power and insistence that compelled
public attention. He gave \'oice to the awakened
conscience of the North. He led in the struggle for
freedom against slavery. Uµon that issue he was
elected President. In that cause, as President, he
conducted a great war of four years' duration in
which millions of armed men were engaged. \\'hen in
his wise judgment the time was ripe for it, then upon
his own responsibility, in the exercise of his authority
as Commander-in-Chief, invoking the support of his
country, the considerate judgment of mankind, and
the blessing of God upon his act, he set free the
3,000,000 slaves by his ofticial proclamation and
dedicated the soil of America for ever as the home
of a united liberty-loving commonwealth.
The act was accepted; it was effective; African
slavery was ended; the war was won-for union and
for freedom; and in the very hour of victory the great
emancipator fell at the hand of a crazed fanatic.
I t was not chance or fc>.vourable circumstance that
achieved Lincoln's success. The struggle was long
and desperate and often appeared hopclc::.s. He won
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through the possession of the noblest qualities of manhood. He was simple, honest, sincere, and unselfish.
He had high courage for action and fortitude in
.adversity. Nt•vcr for an instant did the thought of
personal advantage compete with the interests of the
public cause. He never faltered in the positive and
unequivocal declaration of the wrong of slavery, but
his sympathy with all his fellow-men was so genuine,
his knowledge of human nature was so just, that he
was able to lead his countrymen without dogmatism
or imputation of assumed superiority. He carried
the Civil \\'ar to its successful conclusion with inflexible determination; but the many evidences of
his kindness of heart towards the people of the South
and of his compassion for distress and suffering were
the despair of many of his suborclinatC's; and the efTect
of his humanity and considerate spirit upon the conduct of the war became one of the chief reasons why,
when the war was over, '\orth and South were able
during the same generation to join again in friendship
as citizens of a restored Union.
It would be difficult lo conceive of a sharper
contrast in all the incidental and immaterial things of
life than existt•d between Lincoln and the statesmen
whose statues stand in Parliament Square. He
never set foot on British soil. His life was lived and
his work was wholly done in a far distant land. He
differed in manners and in habits of thought and
speech. He never seemed to touch the life of Britain.
Yet the contrast but emphasizes the significance
of the statue standing where it does.
Put aside superficial differences, accidental and
unimportant, and Abraham Lincoln appears in the
simple greatness of his life, his character and his
I 16 I
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service to mankind, a representative of lhe deep and
underlying qualities of his race-the qualities that
great emergencies reveal, unchangingly the same in
every continent; the qualities to which Britain owed
her life in the terrible years of the last decade; the
qualities that have made both Britain and America
great.
He was of English blood; and he has brought
enduring honour to the name. Every child of English
sires should learn the story and think with pride,
"Of such stuff as this are we English made."
He was of English speech. The English Bible and
English Shakespeare, studied in the intervals of toil
and by the flare of the log fire in the frontier cabin,
were the bases of his education; and from them he
gained, through greatness of heart and fine intelligence, the power of expression to give his Gettysburg
address and his Second Inaugural a place among the
masterpieces of English prose.
He was imbued with the conceptions of justice and
liberty that the people of Britain had been working
out in struggle and sacrifice since before Magna
Charta the conceptions for which Chatham and
Burke and Franklin and Washington stood together,
a century and a half ago, when the battle for British
liberty was fought and won for Britain as well as
for America on the other side of the Atlantic. These·
conceptions of justice and liberty have been the
formative power that has brought all America, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. to order its life according
to the course of the common law. to assert its popular
sovereignty through representative governmentBritain's great gift to the political science of the world
-and to establish the relation of individual citizenship
I 1; I
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to the state, on the basis of inalienable rights which
governments are established to se~ure.
It is the identity of these fundamental conceptions
in both countries which makes it impossible that in
any great world emergency Britain and America can
be on opposing sides. These conceptions of justice
and liberty are the breath of life for both. While
they prevail both nations will endure; if they perish
both nations will die. These were Lincoln's inheritance; and when he declared that African slavery was
eternally wrong and gave his life to end it, he was
responding to impulses born in him from a long line
of humble folk, as well in England as in America,
who were themselves a product of the age-long
struggles for the development of Anglo-Saxon freedom.
The true heart of Britain understood him while
he lived. \Ye remember the Lancashire workmen
brought into poverty and suffering through lack of
cotton. When the Emancipation Proclamation had
dispelled all doubt as to the real nature of the struggle
in America, 6 1000 of them met in a great hall in Manchester and sent to President Lincoln a message of
sympathy and support. This was his answer:
Under the circumstances I cannot but regard your decisive
utterances upon the question as an instance of sublime Christian heroism, which has not been surpassed in any age or
in any country. It is indeed an energetic and re-inspiring
assurance of the inherent power of truth, and the ultimate
and universal triumph of justice, humanity, and freedom.
I do not doubt that the sentiments you have expressed will
be sustained by your great nation, and on the other hand
T have no hesitation in assuring you that they will excite
admiration, esteem, and the most reciprocal feelings of
friendship among the American people. I hail this interchange of sentiment, therefore, as an augury, that, whatever
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else may happen, whatever misfortune may befall your
country or my own, the peace and friendship which now
exist between the two nations will be, as it shall be my desire
to make them, perpetual.

We may disregard all the little prejudices and
quarrels that result from casual friction and pinpricks
and from outside misrepresentations and detraction
and rest upon Lincoln's unerring judgment of his
countrymen and his race. ,ve may be assured from
. him that whenever trials come, whenever there is
need for assurance of the inherent power of truth
and the triumph of justice, humanity and freedom,
then peace and friendship between Britain and America w!ll prove to be, as Lincoln desired to make them,
perpetual.
This man, full of sorrow, spoke not merely for the
occasions and incidents of his own day. He expressed
the deepest and holiest feelings of his race for all
time. Listen to the words of his Second Inaugural:
Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty
scourge of war may soon pass away.
Yet, if God wills that it continue until all the wealth piled
by the bondsman's two hundred and fifty years of unrequited
toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn by
the lash shall be paid by another drawn with the sword,
as was said three thousand years ago so still it must be
said, "The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether."
With malice toward none, \Vith charity for all, with a
firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let
us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the
nation's wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the
battle, and for his widow and for his orphan; lo do all which
may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among
ourselves, and with all nations.
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Consider this letter which he wrote to Mrs. Bixby
of Boston:
I have been shown on the file of the \Var Department a
statement of the Adjutant General of Massachusetts that
you arc the mother of five sons who have died gloriously
on the field of battle. I feel how weak and fruitless must
be any word of mine which should attempt to beguile you
from the grief of a loss so overwhelming; but I cannot refrain
from tendering to you the consolation that may be found
in the thanks of the Republic they died to save.
I pray that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish ·
of your bereavement, and leave only the cherished memory
of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride that must be
yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of
freedom.

More than half a century has passed, but is this
the voice of a stranger to the men and women of
Britain in these later years?
Because under the direst tests of national character,
in the stress of supreme effort and sacrifice, in the
Valley of the Shadow of Death, the souls of both
Britain and America prove themselves of kin to the
soul of Abraham Lincoln, friendship between us is
safe; and the statue of Lincoln the American stands
as of right before the old Abbey where sleep the great
of Britain's history.

I 20 J
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V

ADDRESS OF

THE HONORABLE DAVID LLOYD GEORGES
AT THE UNVEILrNG

OF THE

OF LI~COLN, JULY 28,

STATUE
1920

l have only a very few words to add to the extremely fine and eloquent address with which our
distinguished visitor has fascinated and thrilled us.
In a few moments we shall see unveiled before our
eyes a presentment in bronze of the best-known
historical face in the Anglo-Saxon world-in fact,
one of the few best-known faces in the whole world.
On behalf of the people of this country-and I think
I may also say on behalf of the people of the British
Empire-I accept with gratitude this fine statue,
by a brilliant American sculptor, of a great leader
of men. I doubt whether any statesman who ever
lived sank so deeply into the hearts of the people
of many lands as Abraham Lincoln did. I am not
sure that you in America realise the extent to which
he is also our possession and our pride. He was in
many respects the most remarkable man of his day.
If you look at his portraits they always give you an
indelible impression of his great height. So does his
life. Height of purpose, height of ideal, height of
character, height of intelligence. Amongst many
notable men who filled the stage in that day, he was
• Reprinted from The Anglo--Amrricon News-Letter a11d S11/grove

R11Iletitt. August,

1920.
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the tallest of them all. His figure stands out now,
towering aboye hi,; tallest contemporaries.
In many respects he was taller than even the great
events in which he took a directing part. The preservation of the American Union, the emancipation
c,f the slaves, are notable events in the world's history,
anti any man who took the leading part in those
events, as he did, would have won for himself enduring fame; but, reading the story, I feel that the
personality of Abraham Lincoln and his statesmanship are in some respects even greater than those
colossal events. His courage, his fortitude, his
patience, his humanity, his clemency, his trust in
the people, his belief in democracy- and, may I add,
!"Orne of the very phrases in which he gave expression
to those attributes-will stand out for ever as beacons
to guide troubled nations and their perplexed leaders.
Resolute in war, he was moderate in victory. Misrepresented, misunderstood, under-estimated, he was
patient to the last.. I know why his face appeared to
become sadder as the years of the war rolled past.
There were those who thought he ought to have
shown his abhorrence of war by waging it halfheartedly, and there were those who thought he ought
to have displayed his appreciation of victory by using
it hard-heartedly. He disdained both those counsels
and he was often reviled by both those counsellors.
His tenderness was counted as weakness of character, his simplicity as proof of shallowness of mind;
but the people believed in him all the time, the:>
believed in him to the end, and they st.ill believe in
him now.
In his life he was a great American. He is no
longer so He is one of those giant fi~'l.1res, of who111
f n]
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there are very few in history, who lose their nationality in death. They are no longer Greek or Hebrew,
English or American; they belong to mankind.
Those eminent men whose statues are in that square
are great Englishmen. I wonder whether I will be
forgiven for saying that George Washington was a
great American, but Abraham Lincoln belongs to
the common people in every land. He is of their
race, of their kin, of their blood, of their nation-the
race of the common people. That is the nationality
of Abraham Lincoln to-day. Everywhere they love
that haggard face with the sad but tender eyes gleaming through it. There is a worship in their regard;
there is a faith and a hope in that worship. The
people-the great people-who could produce men
like Lincoln and Lee for their emergencies are sound
to the core. The qualities that enabled the American
nation to bring forth, to discern, to appreciate, and
to follow as leaders such men are needed now more
than ever in the settlement of the world. May I
respectfully but earnestly say one word from this
platform to the great people of America? This torn
and bleeding earth is calling to-day for the help of
the America of Abraham Lincoln.
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VI
"PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP PERPETUAL." 4
The Saint-Gaudens statue of Abraham Lincoln
which was unveiled in the Canning enclosure last
week ought to be a rallying-point in the spirit, if
not in the body, for all who hold precious a sustained
friendship between America and Great Britain. Lincoln, though he never visited England and though,
owing to preoccupations at home, he had little time
or occasion for studying foreign relationships, held
instinctively to the principle that our two countries
must always be friends. He knew that there must be
passing causes of annoyance which would be felt
on both sides-did not the affair of the "Trent"
distract him terribly for some weeks while his whole
energy was required for the Civil War?-but he
argued that temporary differences and pin-pricks
should never be allowed to disturb a substantial
and fruitful friendship. \Ve have taken the heading
for this article from the unforgettable words which
Lincoln addressed to those noble Lancashire cotton
operatives who let themselves come near to starvation
rather than work upon raw material the acceptance
of which would have meant the breaking of the Northern blockade against the South. We cannot remember
to have seen before we read it in Mr. Root's speech
at the unveiling the message which Lincoln sent
to the operatives. It is worthy of that wonderful
episode. Americans may be as proud of the grace,
generosity, ai~d penetration of Lincoln's words a,;
• Reprinted from the London Spectator. August 7, J920.
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British men and women may be proud of the simple
self-sacrifice of the Lancashire operatives who with
their shrewd sense disentangled the great issue of
the American Civil War from all the side issues,
glosses and prejudices that perplexed statesmen,
and saw that the North stood not only for national
unity but for personal freedom.
The choice of the Saint-Gaudens statue instead of
Mr. Barnard's statue as a gift from America to London was, we think, on the whole right. Saint-Gaudens
was the most famous sculptor America has produced,
and his statue of Lincoln is one of his most famous
works. If it be complained that he idealized Lincoln,
we can say that there is no great harm in that, and
that for London it is desirable to have a statue
that will enjoy the greatest common measure of
admiration and assent. For our part, however,
we confess to some hankerings for the more rugged and
very powerful work of Mr. Barnard which has gone
to Manchester. Mr. Barnard makes Lincoln stand
out almost uncouth in figure, aspect, and dress; one
secs the rail-splitter in the unaccustomed habit of
the statesman; and yet through all the incongruity
there shines the power and personality of genius.
It may be that some day the Barnard statue will be
admired as much as the Saint-Gaudens statue, or
even more. What is startling and experimental to-day
is often the common form of the morrow. However
that may be, it is a real joy to have the Saint-Gaudens
statue in London. No one who knows the story of
Lincoln and who intends to do the utmost that lies
within the capacity of a man to keep America and
Great Britain "in peace and friendship perpetual"
could look on the statue unmoved.
{25]
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Lincoln had in the highest degree the qualities
which we like t.o think of as characteristic of the
Anglo-Saxon. Inasmuch as he had an almost perfect
combination of those qualities, he may indeed he
called the ideal Anglo-Saxon. He had shrewd sense,
he had right instincts, he had a great gift of judgment,
he had reason, he was temperate, he was tender and
indulgent, and he clothed, or it might sometimes be
said masked, all these things with an unfailing humour.
His humour was only a particular expression of his
sense of proportion; it was the token of his ability
to see round a question and to see the other man's
point of view. It kept him sound, it kept him fresh,
and it probably saved him from sleepless nights. A
few of his contemporaries who did not understand
him said that he displayed levity in the face of tragedy.
A more untrue criticism it would be impossible to
frame. His heart and his brain were utterly foreign
to all vindictiveness or personal bitterness. He declared himself hotly and strongly against wrong
causes, but never against men. He regarded himself
as a responsible agent appointed to right wrongs
and to denounce them, but he left the motives of
men to the judgment of God. I n no single speech
and in no single order or dispatch that he ever wrote
during the awful struggle between the North and
the South did he ever use a word about the Southern
leaders which could afterwards have caused him
remorse or them resentment. Some of his misjudging
contemporaries even thought that now and again
he seemed to favour the South. If the great struggle
were to be repeated in our own country and in our
own time there would no doubt be some fanatical
onlookers who would call Lincoln a "pro-South"
I 26 I

man and demand his ignominious removal from office.
But look at the results when the American Civil
vVar was over! \\'e know of no more touching episode
in the war than the narrative of the meeting of Grant
and Lee when Grant received Lee's surrender. In
Velazquez's great picture called "The Surrender of
Breda" one might think, to look at the two courtly
figures in the middle of the piece, that a ruthless
war had been fought only in order that two gentlemen
of great suavity might be brought together. That
was an illusion in the case of the war which inspired
Velazqucz's picture, but there was no illusion about
the fact that the meeting of Grant and Lee, the honoral>le terms which Grant conceded to Lee, and the
rapidity with which the wounds of the war healed,
were the result of the spirit that Lincoln had instilled.
There is a great tradition of temperateness towards
the beaten which runs through our history. One
secs it in Edward II T. and the Black Prince, though
it goes further back than that, and one sees it just
as notably in Nelson, who said that when men became
his prisoners he became their protector. All that
tradition manifested itself in Lincoln because he was
a man of consummate good breeding. If we were
asked through what particular channels he had derived his sense of the tradition, we should say through
Puritanism and through his study of the Common
Law of England. l\Ir. Root indicated in his speech
at the unveiling of the statue that the Common
Law and representative government arc the joint
possession that binds together inseparably the ideals
uf the two countries. But although Lincoln had in
an unparalleled degree this temperateness and the
power to appreciate the point of view of the other
I 2i I

,ide, he had no trace of that kind of inteUcctual or
moral pusillanimity which shrinks from a severe
course because it means at the moment fearful hardship and suffering. He could always take the long
,·iew and detect the ca~s in which an easy and
apparently indulgent accommo<lation would lead
to greater misery in the long run. Thus he never
faltered in his bdicf that the war must be won outright. I le knew that if he yielded to those who deplored the slaughter-though no one could possibly
dl'plore it more than he himself did-and patche<l
up a compromise, he would have sown the seeds of
unceasing trouble in the future. In the same way,
when he had h<·come convinced that conscription
was nen·ssary, he was not for a moment intimidated
by the Irish rising. "Apply the Draft," he ordered.
And when hundreds of rebelliom; I rishmen were
killed and wounded in the riots, he saw that what
had happened could not have been otherwise. In his
loyalty to his colleagues and his generals, in his
perception of the occasions when it was necessary to
he adamantine and when it was permissible to yield,
in his faculty for comforting while he was compelled
to keep in being the forces that daily administered
terrible bereavements, Lincoln was a very great
gentleman.
In bringing our brief appreciation to an end we
must n<-t omit to mention Lincoln's superb gift of
language. \\"e have so often and during so many
years quoted from Lincoln's letters to his generals,
from his memorable Second Inaugural, from his
dedicatory speech on the battlefield of Gettysburg,
and so on, that we must not return to the subject
now except in a very few words. Students of literal 28 I
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ture and oratory know that the golden tongue and
the inspired pen arc not often possessed l>y the same
man. Lincoln could write as well as he could speak.
One hardly knows which he did the better. His
models were the simplest, most dignified and most
austere founts of the English language. He probably
read little, but what he did read he read with amazing
discrimination, with affectionate regard and with an
infallible selective taste. An eminent representative
of the American people has been good enough to say
that \Vestminster Abbey, almost under the shadow
of which the Lincoln statue stands, belongs not only
to this country, but to the great offshoots of this
country. It is not only ours but theirs. In giving
us the statue of Lincoln-and, what is very much
greater than that, the whole example of Lincolnthe Americans have enabled us to say that what is
theirs is also ours.
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